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Keeping a Nose to the Limestone

CSUSB Earthquake Scientist
Sally McGill

AFTER BASKETBALL, SUCCESS COURTS
GERALD DUNCAN
SHOW YOUR ID

WHO ARE YOU?
WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN?
DOES ANYONE KNOW?
MAKE IT CLEAR. LET YOUR SCHOOL COLORS FLY.
IDENTIFY.

CSUSB sportswear designed in Coyote sports colors
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3. Cal State T-Shirt—$10.00
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   White with Coyote blue lettering.

4. CSUSB hooded sweatshirt—$37.00
   50-50 cotton-polyester blend.
   Sizes M, L, XL, XXL.
   Comes in white (W) or navy (N), both with Coyote blue lettering.

For fast service, call the Coyote Bookstore
(909) 880-5974, 8AM to 6PM, M-F
Place your credit or cash order by phone, or mail.
Checks are made payable to
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Coyote Bookstore
6100 University Parkway
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Sorry, no COD's.
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WHAT'S THAT SOUND, THAT FAINT POUNDING SALLY MCGILL FEELS AT HARVARD AND RADCLIFFE?

WHEN THE INLAND EMPIRE ROCKED WITH TWO MAJOR EARTHQUAKES IN JUNE 1992, CSUSB GEOLOGIST SALLY MCGILL WAS ONE OF THE SCIENTISTS ON THE SCENE, CAREFULLY MEASURING EARTH DISPLACEMENT.

BY SAM ROMERO, PUBLIC AFFAIRS ASSISTANT
She is studying in her dorm room in 1985, and for a split second she thinks the sound is football players doing a stairway drill. But the radio tells her Boston is experiencing an earthquake. And Sally—in her first rattle—is getting a feel for the future. The very thing that moved Sally in Boston that year is what moves her now to study earthquakes as an assistant professor of geology at CSUSB: Their power. Earthquakes are inherently more powerful than even the blizzards and tornadoes she experienced growing up in Minnesota. She is awed by earthquakes, by the ability of forces far below the earth's surface to bulldoze dirt and rock like shanties, en masse, in seconds, by their ability, she says, to create mountains over millions of years. The day after the Landers temblor struck a year-and-a-half ago, a small army of geologists—Sally among them—crouched over a five-kilometer stretch of the Mojave Desert rupture to measure and map the displacement. What they found was inconsistency. In one spot the horizontal movement of the ground might measure, for instance, five meters, in the next two, and next to that four. So much, perhaps, for the multi-quake theory Sally used to explain that same kind of inconsistency at a Garlock Fault site she has been researching. There, she thought the variations in displacement meant the larger measurements were evidence of a second or even third quake, and so her search goes on. The team of geologists that descended upon Landers included many from Cal Tech in Pasadena, where Sally earned her Ph.D., studied under Kerry Sieh, internationally known for what he knows of earthquakes, and where she experienced the first quake that "actually scared" her—the 5.9, 1986 tremor that rocked Palm Springs. She is not afraid of the ground swallowing her up in an earthquake; fissures almost always come in small sizes only. Nor is she too frightened by the knowledge that Cal State sits on alluvial sand sediments washed down from the mountains; it's "medium-quality" soil. Nonetheless, she says, "We think of the ground we walk or stand on as being more stable, and when it moves it's like, 'If the ground is moving, what is there left in my life that's stable?'"
Any enterprise benefits from scrutinizing the effectiveness of its efforts, and from looking closely at its own efficiency. For this reason, Cal State, San Bernardino is measuring the performance of the university in helping students, particularly first-time freshmen, attain a positive university experience and whether, ultimately, these students graduate.

The trends have been disappointing. Roughly one-third of new freshmen who enroll at Cal State do not return to CSUSB the following fall. Only about 47% of fall, 1983 freshmen graduated within 10 years after starting at Cal State.

Recognizing that the departure of students means professional resources invested have been forfeited and the individual potential of these young adults may be diminished, Cal State officials initiated "The Freshman Seminar" in fall 1992 to improve the undergraduate educational experience. The results have been heartening.

A planning committee of faculty developed this course after consulting widely and extensively, reviewing current research and literature in higher education. Declared as a university-wide initiative to address new student retention, the course's goals were to be clear, precise, academically sound and intellectually defensible. The committee resolved that the course should enrich university life while helping students integrate their academic, personal and professional development. Among the course objectives: Help students assess their strengths and weaknesses and enable them to take responsibility for their own success through planning and use of opportunities, resources and services at the university.

Two hundred sixteen new freshmen (28 percent of the entering class of 767 students) enrolled in and completed the course. The results? The fall freshman class of 1992 had the highest return rate in the following fall of any freshman class in the history of Cal State, San Bernardino. The 1992 return rate (74.7 percent) was 8.9 percent (6.1 points) higher than the previous year. While the rate never had exceeded 71 percent in the 19 years for which data have been collected, the 1992 rate was almost 75 percent. Students who actually completed "The Freshman Seminar" returned in fall 1993 at a rate of 81.48 percent. Their continuation rate was instrumental in bringing the university's overall return rate to its highest level yet.

From the beginning, "The Freshman Seminar" has been a campus-wide collaboration. Several outstanding faculty have stepped forward to teach the course. The Admissions Office, Outreach Services, STEP (Summer Bridge), EOP and Academic Services all helped to channel new freshmen into this course. The Career Center, Health Center, Student Life, Financial Aid and the Counseling Center supported the course by offering workshops within the classes and working with instructors to develop the curriculum. University librarians developed a special library introduction and orientation, which had the freshmen conducting actual "on-line" computer searches for literature and periodical articles. The Computer Center and Learning Center organized computer and study skills workshops for the students. Hundreds of faculty were interviewed by curious freshmen, who had to report on their interviews as part of their introduction to the university.

Right now, the Faculty Senate is considering making this course a permanent part of the curriculum. Should it surprise us that solid teamwork in this endeavor demonstrates that a nurturing environment at the university can make all the difference in the student's world?
GTE Grant Benefits Schools

Thirty used IBM computers donated by GTE California to the Energy Extension Center at Cal State are being set up at public schools in the Inland Empire and Inyo and Mono counties to assist with energy management and to contain utility costs.

Using a special energy accounting software, the terminals enable school officials and students to track school site energy costs and consumption, explains Darleen Stoner (Education). Additionally, the computers allow schools to tap into free “bulletin board” services that offer energy management information.

"Most school districts have the potential to save from five to 25 percent of the money spent on energy. The average district spends more on energy than on textbooks for students," says Stoner. "Hundreds of thousands of dollars wasted on energy eventually can be diverted to help fulfill school districts' educational mission."

Enterprising Faculty Attract Record Grants

More than $4 million in grant and contract awards have been extended to the university in the first half of this academic year as a result of more than 50 proposals submitted by faculty and staff since July, reports Sid Kushner (Sponsored Programs).

In 1992-93 the university netted nearly $6 million altogether plus another $1.6 million in multi-phasic awards. The School of Education headed the list receiving approximately $3 million in funding, most of which centered around its statewide leadership in the Reading Recovery program.

Affordable Counseling Available

Adults facing stress, anxiety or other personal problems may take advantage of individual, confidential counseling through the Community Counseling Center at CSUSB. Under the supervision of Edward Teyber (Psychology), qualified graduate students conduct 50-minute sessions for a charge of $10. Sliding scale fees also may be arranged. Day or evening appointments are available. For information call (909) 880-5569.

Displaced Workers Retraining

A dozen displaced workers from Norton Air Force Base are receiving career counseling and retraining at Cal State through a $100,000 federal grant made possible by the San Bernardino Employment and Training Agency.

Eight persons are enrolled in Cal State’s teaching credential or vocational education programs while four others are pursuing certificate programs in the university’s School of Business and Public Administration, states Francisco Hidalgo, a professor of education who is coordinating the effort for the university.

"We have gone out of our way to assist these individuals so that they will finish in time and be placeable as teachers" or in whatever occupation they are pursuing, Hidalgo says, noting that the federal funding for these students lasts through December 1994, but may be extended.

UPDATE CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
David Bellis and Guenther Kress (Public Administration) both were honored by the Inland Empire Chapter of the American Society for Public Administration for their outstanding contributions to the field.


Mike Boorom and Norton Marks (Marketing) completed an in-depth market research report for Lake Arrowhead area businesspersons that revealed consumer attitudes and behavior regarding shopping in the mountain communities.

Lance Masters is completing a book on marketing tools and collecting data for upcoming research on teaching marketing.

Gary Patterson (Management) is developing an exchange program with Fachhochschule Fulda University in West Germany.

Ernesto Reza (Management) crafted an international student exchange program between CSUSB and La Universidad Autonoma de Baja California that gave local students some summer internship experience in Mexico this past summer.


GREETINGS AT JACK BROWN HALL

Chairman, CEO and President of Stater Bros. Markets, Jack H. Brown greets Lois Carson '67 during a private reception and dedication ceremony for the university's newest classroom building, which has been named in his honor. Jack H. Brown Hall contains approximately $1 million in computer equipment, including 250 IBM compatible microcomputers and 15 MACs. The complex, which houses business, math, public administration and science, accommodates approximately 2,500 students.
CAREER TURNS 
ON EXPERIENCE

After seven years of physical therapy, Douglas Allen knows what it's like to need rehabilitation counseling, so now he's pursuing a master's degree in the subject through Cal State's Graduate Equity Fellows program. Aimed at assisting under-represented students, the program provides a stipend to more than a dozen participants annually. Allen, a Palm Springs resident, is an adult re-entry student who began his undergraduate education here with an Alumni Association scholarship in 1991. He eventually would like to complete a Ph.D. and "design more efficient rehabilitation programs."

As chair of the national Council of Scientific Society Presidents, Bonnie Brunkhorst (Geological Sciences, Education) exchanged ideas on improving public understanding of science and scientists with officials, including Dr. Carl Sagan, in Washington, D.C. last spring.

"Integration Strategies for Learners with Severe Multiple Disabilities" is an article co-authored by Joanne Eichinger (Advanced Studies) and published in Teaching Exceptional Children. Eichinger also is serving as a consulting editor for the national journal, Mental Retardation.

Six students from la Universidad de Autonoma de Baja California studied for three weeks at CSUSB during the fall while five Cal State students traveled to UNAM as part of an exchange program arranged by Francisco Hidalgo, Ken Lane and Stan Swartz (Advanced Studies) with the help of a Kellogg Foundation grant. Under the cooperative program, faculty at each school arranged for "equivalent experiences" for the students so that they could complete their courses for fall while benefitting from the enrichment of the international travel, Hidalgo says.

Kathy Reilly (Advanced Studies) is applying knowledge she gained at a summer workshop on integrating technology into career counseling by using hypercard software she developed for two new courses at Cal State.

"Basic Principles of Psychodynamic Assessment for Students with Emotional or Behavioral Disorders" is a paper that Dwight Sweeney (Advanced Studies) presented at a fall conference in Virginia. With his colleague Art Townley (Advanced Studies) he co-authored, "Stress Among General and Special Education Teachers of Students with Emotional or Behavioral Disorders: Possible Implication for Full Inclusion," which was published in the journal, Severe Behavior Disorders of Children and Youth. Sweeney also is the associate editor for Beyond Behavior, a publication for the Council for Children with Behavior Disorders.

A collaborative learning network, known as Project Genesis, has been arranged among the Ontario/Montclair and Mountain View school districts and Cal State. Coordinated by Kathy Weed (Elementary/Bilingual Education), the partnership provides future teachers with an on-site, team-based, flexible learning program that prepares teachers for the highly diverse classrooms in which they will be working.

FIRST-GRADE READING PROGRAM BLOSSOMS

Reading Recovery, the first-grade intervention program designed to bring children in the bottom one-fifth of their class up to par in reading ability, is being infused throughout the state. More than 2,000 youngsters have benefited from Cal State, San Bernardino's leadership in the program, which began two years ago teaching methods created by New Zealand educators in the late '70s. Last year, nearly half of the $6 million the university received in grant-contract awards was related to this program.
Juan Delgado (English) has published poetry in several literary journals. Most recently his work appeared this fall in *Alchemy* and *Zone* and last spring he published in *Puerto del Sol* and *Embers*.

Bruce Golden (English) reviewed two books, "Mr. Mojo Risin': Jim Morrison, the Last Holy Fool" and "Slowhand: The Life and Music of Eric Clapton" for the March 1993 issue of *Notes: Quarterly Journal of the Music Library Association*.

Dominique Louisor-White (Foreign Languages) contributed to *Latin American Gay Literature: A Biographical and Critical Sourcebook*.

"Free Voluntary Reading and Native Spanish Bilinguals: A Pilot Study" is a paper that Jeff McQuillan (Foreign Languages) presented at the fall meeting of the American Association of the Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese.

"Managerial Strategies for Dealing with Difficult Subordinates" is the title of an article published in *The Southern Communication Journal* and co-authored by Craig Monroe (Communication Studies).

Walter Oliver (Foreign Languages) is on the editorial board of the *Journal of Interdisciplinary Studies*, published through the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. He also publishes a national newsletter, LARC-Net, which is a language acquisition resource guide for the developers of interactive media courses in languages.

Susie Rudisill (Theatre Arts) is on sabbatical leave as a visiting scholar at UCLA this year. She is researching folktales from various cultures with the goal of making a pilot video on the project. She asks students from all ethnic backgrounds to contribute ideas to her project and to volunteer as performers for the production.

---

**GRAD SCHOOL MADE EASIER**

Anyone who's tackled grad school knows it's not for the faint-of-heart. Cal State's Graduate Equity Fellows Program is making it easier for Yvonne Atkinson of Victorville and 15 other students who are pursuing master's degrees with the help of $1,700 stipends. The CSU program assists under-represented minorities and women, in particular, realize their aspirations for an advanced degree. Yvonne is studying English Composition and plans to go on for her doctorate.

A learning disabled student, Yvonne says her husband and father convinced her she could overcome low self-esteem and seek a career in education. Her achievements have been no small feat because she did not read until the age of 15.
"Nuclear Remodeling in Steroid Hormone Target Cells" is an article published in the *International Review of Cytology* that Klaus Brasc (Biology) co-authored. He also penned, "Duplicating Your Success—Enhanced Planetary Imaging," that was printed in *Astronomy Magazine.*

Leo Connolly (Physics) garnered second-year funding of $57,000 from the National Science Foundation for the Summer Science Program for pre-college students.

"Alcohol Consumption as an Effective Method to Reduce Heart Disease: Ethical Implications for Health Educators" is the topic of a presentation made by Richard Eberst (Health Science) to the annual meeting of the Society of Public Health Education.

Aimed at increasing the number of minorities entering the natural sciences, a three-year, $962,000 grant from the National Science Foundation will improve the future global competitiveness of the U.S. by providing scholarships and mentoring opportunities for under-represented students, says Dean Louis Fernandez (Geological Sciences) who co-authored the proposal with a representative of the American Geological Institute. Fernandez also has been appointed to the National Research Council's Committee on Women in Science and Engineering.

Joan Fryxell (Geological Sciences) is chairing a spring meeting of the Cordilleran Section of the Geological Society of America that will bring about 1,000 conference attendees to campus in March.

"One-Dimensional Monoid Rings with n-Generated Ideals" is an article by James Okon and J. Paul Vicknair (Mathematics) published in the *Canadian Mathematical Bulletin.*

Terry Rizzo (Physical Education) is serving on the editorial board for *Adapted Physical Activity,* the most prestigious journal in the field. He also has been elected to a two-year term as secretary to the national Adapted Physical Activity Council.

John Tate (Chemistry) received a $30,000 Cottrell Science Award for his project, "Transition Metal Complexes of Some New Attracting Macrocyclic Ligands."

"End Use of Information Management in Health Care Administration" is the topic of a paper by Thomas Timmreck (Health Science) presented at the International Information Management Association Conference held at CSUSB this fall. He also published the article, "Smoking Cessation: Clinical Steps to Improve Compliance" in the journal *Geriatrics.*

Belisario Ventura (Mathematics) co-authored "Surjective Isometries of Real C*-Algebras" that appeared in the *Journal of the London Mathematical Society.*
"Doing Historical Archaeology Method and Theory" is a new book published by Russell Barber (Anthropology), who also has been focusing some of his efforts on rituals and customs surrounding Mexican cemeteries.

James Charkins (Economics) is the new executive director of the California Council on Economic Education, which works to improve the training of K-12 teachers in basic economics.

Diane Halpern (Psychology) is teaching critical thinking courses at the University of Moscow for the next two quarters under a Fulbright Fellowship.

"A Study of Infants and Toddlers Who Are Technology Dependent" is the title of a paper that Hannah Nissen (Psychology) presented at the biennial meeting of the Society for Research in Child Development. She presented another paper, "A Descriptive Study of Infants and Toddlers Who Have Complex Medical Needs" to the Association for the Care of Children's Health.

David Riefer (Psychology) and a colleague at the University of California, Irvine are recipients of a $250,000 grant from the National Science Foundation for work on the project, "Multinomial Processing Tree Models of Cognition." Riefer also published the article, "An Experimental Comparison of Team versus Solo Proofreading" in Perceptual and Motor Skills.

"Gender, Race and the Welfare State: Government Work Programs for the 1930s to the Present" is an article by Nancy Rose (Economics) that was printed in the summer issue of Feminist Studies.

"Work, Family and the Chicana: Power, Perception and Equity" is the topic of Elsa Valdez's (Sociology) article in The Employed Mother and the Family Context. She also penned "Reluctance Compliance: Work-Family Role Allocation in Dual-Earner Chicano Families" for the journal, Men, Work and Family.

With completion of their doctorates just around the corner, Jean Peacock (left) and Lucy Cardona have returned to teach this year at CSUSB, where they earned their undergraduate degrees. They're joined by Sue Brotherton in the School of Education and Marina Oshana in philosophy as the first CSUSB professors who've attained terminal degrees through the CSU Forgivable Loan Program. Designed to help women and minorities become university professors, the program "forgives" its loans by a certain percentage for every year the students teach full-time in the CSU. Peacock joins the Psychology Department and Cardona teaches in social work.
SYMPHONIC BAND RELEASES FIRST CD

The first compact disc ever recorded by Cal State music students is available for sale through the university bookstore.

Orchestrated by Luis Gonzalez, assistant professor of music, the 52-minute CD features the sounds of the university's Symphonic Band. It includes Gustav Holst's Second Suite in F, Op. 28b, a "standard that every wind group should play," believes Gonzalez. The band also performs John Paulson's 20th century piece "Epinicion," which contains some extreme changes in volume that capture the nature of the composer's feelings about the Vietnam War.

Recorded in 12 hours over a two-day period, the production of the CD was an educational experience, Gonzalez says. He was assisted by Cal State technician Dan Robinson and used equipment provided by the University of Redlands.

CAMPUS ENROLLMENT SLIGHTLY DOWN

CSUSB's official fall enrollment is 12,121, which is a 2.99 percent decrease from the fall of last year. With about 350 fewer students compared to last year, this marks the second year that the university's enrollment has decreased. However, the number of full-time equivalent (FTE) students, 9,342 this year, is down only one-tenth of a percent from last fall, which means students are taking more classes.

"Students are taking more units—11.15 is the average—which is high for a campus like ours," says Lydia Ortega, admissions director. With each course typically worth four units, students "want to complete a degree a lot faster and these numbers reflect that."

The FTE figure is important to the university because it is the budgeting formula that converts all student course loads into full-time proportions, she adds.
A HEAD FOR THE GAME

Don't tell Gerald. Don't tell him the best laid plans don't always pan out. Don't tell him, "You can't."

At 19, while most young men Gerald Duncan's age were working hard just to figure out what to do for the weekend, Gerald was mapping out the next several years of his life. Guess what? The plan is working.

A Gardena High School graduate, Gerald went on to play point and shooting guard at Cal State, averaging 23 points-per-game in his senior year, and earning an All-District player award and an All-American honorable mention while he was at it. He remains the Coyotes' all-time leading scorer with 1,694 points.

He graduated from the university in 1989 with a degree in accounting, and was only a few months out of college when he was hired by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

Now barely 26, Gerald owns Long Beach City Mortgage Investments, a two-office, 25-agent business. For six months, maybe it was a year, he thinks, Gerald sat his six-foot, three-inch frame in his car during lunches, hunched over books and notes and papers studying, feeding his quest for a real estate broker's license. A year-and-a-half ago, his quest ended successfully when he passed the state exam on his first attempt. So you have to believe Gerald when he says, "Success takes a lot of discipline." But then he says, "It takes a lot of patience," too, which is harder to believe when you stop to think that he graduated only four years ago.

Nothing was handed to him, though, says Gerald. He turned away big athletic scholarships from big colleges like USC, turned them away to go to Cal State, about which he'd heard good things of the university's accounting program. He knew, too, that Cal State's new basketball program would give him the chance to play, and financial aid and working on campus the chance to make some headway on his goals.

"I've noticed that people who are successful have some kind of plan they follow," says Gerald, whose models of can-do diligence are Einstein and Edison.

He may have been good enough to play in the NBA, and this summer he was, in fact, invited to play with the pros in their summer league in Irvine. But he knew in college that he loved real estate and that a degree would only improve his chances of succeeding in it.

"I think a lot of young college and high school players get that 'NBA life' in their heads. The thing they need to realize is that they can be successful at other things." Even if they do poorly in some classes—as he did, Gerald adds. "You don't have to be a 4.0 student to be a success."

―Sam Romero, Public Affairs Assistant
CINDY BENCH SELECTED TO SOUTH-WEST REGIONAL TEAM

Cindy Bench was named to the American Volleyball Coaches Association Division II All-Region Team, representing the Southwest Region. A junior middle-blocker for the Coyote volleyball team, Bench also has been an All-Conference selection in each of the past two seasons. She led the Coyotes this past season in blocking (94) and was second in overall attack percentage (.343).

A winner off the court as well, Bench joined 14 other Cal State student-athletes as Conference Academic Award winners this past year. She maintained a 3.40 overall GPA during 1992-93.

COYOTES NAME NEW SOFTBALL COACH

Roxanne Berch is the new head coach for the Coyote softball team for the upcoming 1994 season. She succeeds Sue Strain at the post.

Adding Division II coaching to her math teaching duties at nearby Colton High School, Berch is looking forward to the challenge of her new position.

"I am excited about making this a first-class program. There is no reason why we cannot be the team to beat in the CCAA this season. We have the talent right now!"

The first game under the reign of Coach Berch will be Wednesday, Feb. 9 when the Coyotes meet the Lancers from Cal Baptist on the softball fields at Cal State.

COYOTE WINTER SPORTS CALENDAR

JANUARY
2-3 Men's Basketball
CSUSB "Coyote Cage Classic"
(Western NM Univ-Metro St, Cohilo, Hi), 7:30 p.m.
3 Women's Basketball
Wayne State College (Neb.), 3 p.m.
6 Women's Basketball
Harding University (Ark.), 7:30 p.m.
8 Women's Basketball
U.C. Riverside, 5:45 p.m.
Men's Basketball
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, 7:30 p.m.
13 Men's Basketball
Cal State, Bakersfield, 8:05 p.m.
29 Women's Basketball
Cal State, Dominguez Hills, 5:45 p.m.
Men's Basketball
Cal Poly, Pomona, 8:05 p.m.

FEBRUARY
1 Baseball
So. Calif. College, 7 p.m.
4 Softball
Scrimmage, S.B.V.C., 2 p.m.
5 Men's Basketball
Cal State, Dominguez Hills, 7:30 p.m.
7 Golf
Good Guys Tournament (Shandin Hills), 11 a.m.
Softball
Chaffey (Scrimmage), 2:30 p.m.
8 Baseball
Master's College, 7 p.m.
9 Softball
Cal Baptist, 1:30 p.m.
10 Women's Basketball
Cal State, Los Angeles, 5:45 p.m. ▲
Men's Basketball
Cal State, Los Angeles, 8:05 p.m. ▲
12 Women's Basketball
Cal Poly, Pomona, 7:30 p.m. ▲
14 Golf
Cal State, Dominguez Hills;
U.C. San Diego; Pt. Loma (Cal Lutheran),
Noon (El Rancho Verde Country Club)
15 Softball
Azusa Pacific, 1:30 p.m. ■
17 Baseball
Azusa Pacific, 3 p.m.
18-20 Softball
CSUSB Tournament, TBA
24 Softball
U.C. San Diego, 2 p.m. ■
Baseball
U.C. Riverside, 2:30 p.m.
26 Softball
So. Calif. College, Noon ■
Women's Basketball
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, 5:45 p.m.
Men's Basketball
U.C. Riverside, 8:05 p.m.
28 Golf
Coyote Collegiate Classic, 7:30 a.m.
(Arrowhead Country Club)

MARCH
4 Baseball
Cal Poly, Pomona, 6 p.m.
4-5 Softball
CCAA Tournament, TBA
5 Baseball
Cal Poly, Pomona, 4 p.m. ■
6-12 Baseball
Coyote Classic, (St. Francis of N.Y.,
U.S. Naval Academy, Univ. of
Penn., Korean National Team, CSUSB),
TBA
7 Golf
Open (4-Way) (Arrowhead Country Club)
17 Softball
Cal State, Hayward, Noon ■
19 Softball
Cal State, Dominguez Hills, 4 p.m.
20 Baseball
University of Utah, Noon
21 Baseball
University of Utah, 6 p.m.
22 Baseball
University of Utah, Noon
25 Baseball
San Luis Obispo, 7 p.m.
26 Baseball
San Luis Obispo, Noon
28 Baseball
San Francisco State University, 1 p.m.

All listings are home games (unless noted otherwise). For more information, call the CSUSB Athletics Dept. at (909) 880-5011.

■ indicates doubleheader
▲ indicates Homecoming game
PUBLIC CAMPAIGN TO SECURE REMAINING $100,000

UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM WITHIN REACH

The University Art Museum is closing in on its $560,000 funding goal, with four-fifths of the private contributions secured before the December holidays.

The lead gift of $250,000 for the museum was made by San Bernardino attorney Robert V. Fullerton in October. He has been a long-time supporter of Cal State and currently serves as a director and vice chair of the university's Foundation Board.

Fullerton committed his support in an effort to save Cal State $1 million by building the University Art Museum concurrently with a visual arts classroom complex, which is expected to break ground this winter. The museum would cost three times as much if built later as an addition.

Cal State is seeking additional contributions for the 4,000-square-foot museum that will be attached to the state-funded visual arts building. The campaign for private funding is led by a committee of civic leaders, alumni and local arts patrons, and chaired by Howard Grossman of San Bernardino.

MUSEUM CIRCLE TO CONCLUDE FUND-RAISING EFFORT

A new support group, known as the Museum Circle, will cinch the private fund-raising efforts for the University Art Museum by providing the final $100,000 needed to complete the capital campaign. Museum Circle members, through their contributions, plan to achieve this goal by the museum's groundbreaking in February 1994.

Once this initial goal is met, Museum Circle support will be used to create an endowment fund for museum operations, acquisitions and special exhibitions.

Gift levels range from $10 to $1,000 or more. More information is available from Richard Johnston, chair of the Art Dept., at (909) 880-5823.

LIBRARY ATTRACTS SEVERAL SUPPORTERS

The campaign to enhance the expansion of the Pfau Library has attracted two new supporters at the founders' level. The former dean of the School of Education, Ernest Garcia and his wife, Dorothy, have made a $15,000 contribution, as has Ruth Spaeth, a long-time Redlands resident. Their gifts will go toward equipment and enhancements already being designed for the new wing, which will open in late spring.

Another gift of $5,000 has been received from the Honorable and Mrs. Dyson William Cox, who have designated their gift for a scholar work station in the library.

"This is the tool of tomorrow," says Johnnie Ann Ralph, university librarian, explaining the significance of the computerized research station. "The scholar work station allows you to access all kinds of information through data networks."

Approximately 80 such stations will be placed throughout the library, Ralph says. Private donations help to fund the hardware and software for each station, which will display a plaque in honor of the donors, she adds. Judge Cox is a 1992 Cal State alumnus with a special master's degree in interdisciplinary studies. With multiple college degrees to his credit, the Judge considers himself a lifelong learner.

BROWN HALL EQUIPMENT ENHANCED BY GANNETT

A $10,000 gift from The San Bernardino County Sun/Gannett Communities Fund is enhancing the audio-visual and telecommunications capabilities of the 180-seat auditorium in Jack H. Brown Hall.

Included among the equipment being purchased for the building's largest lecture hall are television monitors, speakers and an audio mixer and amplifier. Brown Hall houses classes for business and information management students, among others.

TAX REFORM PROMPTS FINANCIAL PLANNING

Your financial planning quite likely will be affected in some way by the Budget Reconciliation Act passed during 1993. Not only does it affect individual tax rates, but the tax reform bill also influences charitable contributions and the deductibility of gifts as well as the itemization of business expenses.

For a brochure that reviews the new laws and what they mean to you, please return the coupon below or call Stephen Christensen at (909) 880-5005.
COYOTE SPORTS COMPLEX
CAMPAIGN DRAFTS VOLUNTEERS

The "starting line-up" for Cal State’s athletics campaign is being assembled as the Health and Physical Education Complex enters the final months of construction.

A team of alumni and friends representing local businesses, government and civic groups has signed on to help the university in its effort to enhance the $25 million complex with an additional $2.5 to 3 million in private funding.

Their goal is to assist Cal State in its effort to build first-rate athletic facilities and a top-notch NCAA Division II program for the region. Private funding is needed for a 1,500-seat baseball stadium and a 4,000-seat outdoor stadium for soccer, track and special events, among other items.

Already the pace has been set by a $500,000 gift from Nick Coussoulis ’75 that will furnish the 5,000-seat indoor arena with some theatre-style seating. Named in honor of Nick’s parents, the James and Aerianthi Coussoulis Arena will open next fall for Coyote sports competition.

CAMPAIGN CABINET FOR COYOTE SPORTS COMPLEX

CHAIR
Jeffrey Sykes
Uniglobe Crown Travel

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Anne Atkinson
Center Chevrolet
Jerry Atkinson
Center Chevrolet
Marion Black
The Vernon Company
Karen Craig ’70,’80
San Bernardino High School
Lawrence Daniels ’76,’80
The Daniels Resource Group
Jerry Devlin ’76
San Bernardino City Council

Robert W. Percy, D.D.S.
George H. Schnarr
George H. Schnarr, Inc.
Real Estate
Freddie Spellacy
Spellacy & Associates
George Steidle ’85
Retired
Bruce Varner
Gresham Varner Savage
Nolan & Tilden
Lawrence J. Winking ’71
Attorney at Law

CAMPAIGN DIRECTOR
Pamela D. Langford ’85, ’88

FOR THE RECORD

Our sincere apologies go to the following individuals whose names we inadvertently overlooked or incorrectly listed in the 1992-93 Honor Roll of Donors. Some individuals or companies were not listed because their gifts arrived after our cutoff date of July 12, 1993; these donors will appear in the 1993-94 Honor Roll.

PRESIDENT’S CIRCLE
Mr. & Mrs. Lyle G. Spalding

CENTURY CLUB
Cynthia ’79, ’92 and
Scott Paulo ’80

THE KIM HUGHES MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Dr. J. Paul Vicknair

LOOKING FOR THE RIGHT INVESTMENT?
THEN TAKE A CLOSER LOOK
AT THE INLAND EMPIRE’S
LARGEST BUSINESS SCHOOL.
Announcing Cal State, San
Bernardino’s School of Business and
Public Administration Business Partners program. Open to area executives who want to . . .

■ increase their personal and organizational productivity
■ keep current on innovative, effective management and marketing techniques
■ gain priority access to educated, well-trained prospective employees
■ hook up with and benefit from the experiences of other successful executives
■ exchange ideas with top business faculty engaged in relevant, applied research

. . . or to those who just want to keep their fingers on the pulse of a growing and dynamic university.

For immediate information on becoming a Business Partner and investing in a business program of the highest quality, call CSUSB’s School of Business and Public Administration (909/880-5700) and ask to speak directly with Dr. Eldon Lewis, acting dean.

UPCOMING EVENTS BUSINESS PARTNERS WON’T WANT TO MISS:
The School of Business and Public Administration’s
7th Annual Economic Forecast
Breakfast
January 28, 7:30 a.m.
Cal State, San Bernardino

Business Partners-NCAA
Hoops Night
CSUSB Coyotes vs
UCR Highlanders
February 26
7:00 p.m. pre-game social
8:05 p.m. tip-off
at the Coyote Den
(gymnasium)
Outstanding Students Win Alumni Association Scholarships

Both the Alumni Association and the Business and Public Administration Chapter are proud to present to you the scholarship winners for the 1993-94 academic year. Membership in the Alumni Association helps to fund these scholarships and the Emergency Student Loan Fund.

Ann G. King, 3.8 G.P.A., winner of the Business and Public Administration Chapter Scholarship and a Western Regional Food Chain Association scholarship, will receive her B.S. in accounting in June '94. After working for many years as a registered dental assistant and studying at the University of Arizona in Tucson she transferred her credits to CSUSB. Her husband Doug and five-year-old son, Matthew, have been very supportive of her return to school. Ann is the treasurer for the Accounting Association and the representative for the Dauberman C.P.A. Review Course. Her future plans include pursuit of a master's degree in management information systems at Claremont Graduate School. Ann remarks, "The Business and Public Administration Chapter Scholarship has given me a 'pat on the back' and the belief that I can do this! I am very grateful."

Kay Marie Mixon, 3.6 G.P.A., will receive her nursing degree in June '94. Kay, decided to return to school after working full-time as a medical assistant and supervising an OB-GYN office. She plans to become a nurse practitioner in the OB-GYN field. Despite being the president of her nursing class, teaching car-seat safety for a crisis pregnancy center and giving seminars for her church, she still finds time to play basketball with her two sons and be the "team mom."

Kara Rizzo, 3.8 G.P.A., Phi Kappa Phi, is an undergraduate English major who plans to obtain her master's degree in English composition. Her education began in Texas and, after a three-year hiatus, resumed again at CSUSB. Professors Loralee MacPike and Luanne Castle rank high on her list of favorite teachers. In addition to working for the Services to Students with Disabilities office she finds time to be a member of the speech team and the copy editor and a writer for The Chronicle. Her future plans center around teaching or the publishing industry.

Pamela Sieling, 3.8 G.P.A., will receive her B.A. in finance in June '94. After working in commercial real estate and residential management, she decided a return to school was the most beneficial move she could make for herself. After graduation she will be moving to Dallas to pursue either an M.B.A. or a law degree. She says, "I felt truly honored to learn that I had been selected to receive a Cal State Alumni Association scholarship. After many years in the business world, returning to school was quite an adjustment. This scholarship confirmed for me that I had made a wise decision."

The Intramural Reunion held on campus on May 15, 1993, was a great success, with nearly 100 people in attendance. Former students enjoyed getting reacquainted and participating once again in hockey, rounders and volleyball. Val Devlin Housel, B.A. chemistry '79, remarked, "This is awesome; I just wish more people were here." Planning Committee member Dan Bautista, B.A. sociology/criminal justice '79, announced that the next reunion will be on Saturday, April 30, 1994. Mark your calendar now! To get on the reunion mailing list, please contact the Alumni Affairs Office at 909/880-5008.

Nominations Sought For:
Distinguished Alumni Award
and Board of Directors,
Alumni Association

Nominate an alumnus or alumna for the Distinguished Alumni Award that is given every year at Commencement to a graduate who has had a distinguished career and who also has performed community or university service.

The Board of Directors also seeks graduates willing to serve for a two-year period on the Board.

Contact Mary Colacurcio, Alumni Director, 909/880-5008, for details.

Seattle Chapter Forming

Plans are underway to form a chapter of CSUSB alumni living in and around the Seattle, WA. area. Coordinating this chapter are two of our recent graduates; they would like to know of your willingness to participate and network with other grads. Please write or call Mary Colacurcio, Director of Alumni Relations, California State University, 5500 University Pkwy, San Bernardino, Ca 92407-2397, 909/880-5008.

Add $1.25 shipping/handling to get one by mail.

For more information, call 909/880-5008.

On sale now for $5.75 at the Alumni Relations Office. Add $1.25 shipping/handling to get one by mail.

Buy an Alumni License Plate Frame.

Distinguish Yourself!

ALUMNI PERISCOPE

Washington, DC area alumni alert! Watch your mailboxes for information about a CSU systemwide event in February. Guaranteed to be a "premier" event!
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

MEMBERSHIP FORM

Name ____________________________
Former Name (if applicable) ______
City ____________________________
State, Zip ________________
Home Phone ____________________
Business Phone ________________
Social Security # ________________
Year of degree and major ________
☐ Payment Enclosed
☐ $14 New Graduates (1993)
☐ $20 Single Annual
☐ $30 Double Annual
☐ $500 Single Lifetime
☐ $750 Double Lifetime
☐ Please let me know how I can help
☐ Commencement on June 18, 1994.

Charge my: __________
Visa # __________
Mastercard # __________
Exp. Date __________
Signature ____________________

Make your check payable to the CSUSB Alumni Association, California State University, San Bernardino, 5500 University Parkway, San Bernardino, CA 92407-2397.

WINTER 93-94
SCATTERED throughout the Alumni Notes are the names of "lost" alumni from the School of Business & Public Administration. If you know Mary Colacurcio, director of alumni relations, (909) 880-5008, with a verifiable address and/or phone number on a lost alum, you will be given, as a reward, a one-year free membership in the Alumni Association. Look for the **LOST!** lists and give us a call.

1968

Bob Morales, B.A. sociology, recently wrote a front-page article for the Perspective section of the San Bernardino Sun in which he encouraged recent high school grads to continue their education. He included many words of praise for the education he received from his professors at Cal State, stating that "John Pflau and his colleagues... came to this county in the 1960s, determined to establish a truly first-rate academic institution. And they did."

1971

Dianna J. Pelletier, B.A. French, B.A. English '72, M.A. education '77, received the Distinguished Service Award for Contributions to the Field of Education from Victor Valley Community College. Pelletier is an academic skills advisor in the Advising Center at CSUSB.

1973


**Socorro Quintero, B.A. Spanish, M.A. '79 education, counselor at Curtis Middle School received the 1993 Public School Awards presented annually by the Masons for her "outstanding service to children and public education." She and an enthusiastic group of teachers devised the College Capable Cats programs that has grown to 270 students. She shared the award with the Cats' most active volunteer, Charlie Seymour, a retired local businessman and successful entrepreneur.

1975

**LOST!** **Toni G. Apicelli Quenettta Beattie, B.A. liberal studies, retired from teaching this year. After beginning her career at Lankershim and teaching briefly at other San Bernardino schools, she was assigned to Del Rosa where she remained until her retirement.

**Dell Richards, B.A. English, announced the Sept. '93 publication of her third book, Twelve Lesbians Who Changed the World (Carroll & Graf Publishers, Inc.). This book focuses on 12 women spanning three centuries; it "not only informs us of their world but also shows us how the narrow vision of the past still influences our present."

1976

**LOST!** **Joe A. Abbott, Georgia A. Anderson, Billie M. Beardsley, Harold E. Beebe, Tom Bridgett, Steve B. Brough, Glenn A. Butler, Ronnie E. Carlin, David A. Guenther.

Clarence F. Jones, Jr., B.A. social sciences, now living in Kanagawa-ken, Japan, recently sent the Alumni Association an air mail letter requesting "AIR MAIL details on how to join the Association." With loyal alumni like Jones, our association is sure to thrive and grow. (Have you renewed your membership? If not, see p. 17 for an application blank.)

**Julian Weaver, M.A. education, is the new director of Alternative Education for the San Bernardino County Superintendent of Schools. Weaver's challenging task is to educate students who have had difficulty achieving educational success in traditional settings and his programs include community and juvenile court schools, the Pregnant Minor Program and education for the homeless. He has been teaching since 1970.

1977

Stephanie J. Cereceres, B.A. social sciences, is the new principal at San Bernardino's Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Middle School, the district's magnet school for communication, arts and technology. In November Cereceres was elected to the San Bernardino Community College Board of Trustees.

1978

**Avon P. Hall, M.A. education, is a child welfare services manager for the San Bernardino County Child Protective Services in Rancho Cucamonga.

**Chet King, B.A. economics, employed by Caltrans, is the new exalted ruler of the Redlands Elks Lodge No. 583. The philanthropy of the Redlands Elks centers around cerebral palsy and the veterans hospital.

1979

Mark Altenstadter, B.A. geography, who lives in Terminal Island, CA, is a supervisory import specialist with the U.S. Customs Service in Long Beach. Altenstadter supervises teams of import specialists that monitor imported products, including textile shipments that require quota/visa and other bilateral trade agreements.

**Geraldine Sabsevitz, M.A. education, has retired from teaching after a 20-year career in San Bernardino schools. She has had a varied career that included teaching English-as-a-Second Language, English, drama and being a resource teacher.

**Judy D. White, M.A. education, is the principal of Emmerton Elementary School in Riverside. She was most recently vice principal at Emmerton and has held several managerial positions in the district.

1980

**Lilliam J. Enstrom, B.A. human services, is a property inspector and field representative, as well as the insurance inspector, for mortgage companies across the USA.

1981

**LOST!** **Anthony J. Accomando, Nadiya Alsayed, Doug Behrends.

1982

**LOST!** **Adenike A. Adejumobi, Renee I. Ahmann, Margaret A. Arnold, Kenneth G. Gilmond.

1983

**Jack Schnurr, D.O., B.A. biology, is working as a physician in the Emergency Dept. of the University Medical Center in Las Vegas.

1984

**LOST!** **Sam S. Achor, David B. Allmen, Laura D. Baker, Rebecca A. Cheung, James D. Daly, Joseph F. Dittemore.

**Nora Sztaray, M.A. education, is the project director of the CSUSB Extended Education Program and education for the homeless. He has been teaching since 1970.

1985

**LOST!** **Michael A. Altenstadter, B.A. geography, is a supervisory import specialist with the U.S. Customs Service in Long Beach.

**Geraldine Sabsevitz, M.A. education, has retired from teaching after a 20-year career in San Bernardino schools. She has had a varied career that included teaching English-as-a-Second Language, English, drama and being a resource teacher.

**Judy D. White, M.A. education, is the principal of Emmerton Elementary School in Riverside. She was most recently vice principal at Emmerton and has held several managerial positions in the district.

1986

**LOST!** **Anthony J. Accomando, Nadiya Alsayed, Doug Behrends.

1987

**LOST!** **Adenike A. Adejumobi, Renee I. Ahmann, Margaret A. Arnold, Kenneth G. Gilmond.

1988

**Jack Schnurr, D.O., B.A. biology, is working as a physician in the Emergency Dept. of the University Medical Center in Las Vegas.

1989

**LOST!** **Sam S. Achor, David B. Allmen, Laura D. Baker, Rebecca A. Cheung, James D. Daly, Joseph F. Dittemore.

**Nora Sztaray, M.A. education, is the project director of the CSUSB Extended Education Program and education for the homeless. He has been teaching since 1970.
Education Project HELP (Hispanics and Elders Learning Partnership). The project’s objective is to provide educational outreach to under-served populations including senior citizens and disadvantaged Hispanics within Cal State’s service area.

1986

For the past eight years Haragewen Kinde, B.S., M.A. ’92, mathematics, has been teaching math at Arrowhead Christian Academy in Redlands. She is a native Ethiopian who came to the U.S. in 1980 to pursue her college education.

1987


Jon Bocche, B.A. economics, is the owner of four Dairy Queen restaurants dotting the county from Fontana to Victorville.

Last fall we told you that Kathryn and Ted Scott Miller, M.B.A., had a new baby girl, Patricia Marjorie, born in March ’93. That is correct information. But we also stated that Kathryn was “formerly employed” in the CSUSB Admissions and Records Office. The truth is she is still employed there. Our apologies to Kathryn.

Debra Walsh, B.A. liberal studies, a teacher at Bonnie Oehl Elementary School in Highland, was recently featured in “A Fresh Look at Learning” in the San Bernardino Sun. Walsh team teaches in the school’s HILT (high-intensity language training) program; its objective is to teach students who speak English fairly well some of the finer points of idiom and interaction.

1988

Kathy Lorei, B.A. liberal studies, retired from teaching in spring ’93. She worked as an aide for the San Bernardino School District, completed college and was one of the first aides to go through the district program to become a teacher.

Erma Nichols, M.A. education, M.A. educational administration ’91, is the director of alternative education for Beaumont Unified School District at the San Andreas Continuation High School. In addition to running San Andreas, Nichols is in charge of Beaumont’s adult-education program and the Opportunity School for troubled junior-high children.

1989

Susana Chesus-Beck, B.A. English, teaches the radio/video production classes at Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Middle School, San Bernardino; students there won two first-place awards in the 1993 video competition sponsored by the L.A. Student Film Institute.

Kathy Ann Hughes, B.A. communication, received her master’s degree in public health from Loma Linda University School of Public Health and is now a consultant in juvenile diabetes and serves as a resource and liaison person for newly diagnosed juvenile diabetics.

The San Bernardino Sun has a regular feature entitled “School Heroes.” In a recent column, Ana Hunt, credential/severely handicapped, special education teacher at Grimes Elementary in Bloomington, was praised by Larry and Yvette Sanchez who wrote about the problems of their autistic daughter. They wrote that “Mrs. Hunt has been able to control Melissa’s behavior. Her work with Melissa has meant that her listening and verbal skills have improved . . . when we need advice about Melissa, she is there.”

1990

Robert Kistner, B.S. physical education, is employed as a teacher and coach by the Colton Joint Unified School District.

Janet Carol (Kaenel) Matthews, B.A. liberal studies, is a fourth-grade teacher in the Rialto Unified School District.

Terri Jill (Nelson) Stein is a second-grade teacher at Vermont Elementary School in the San Bernardino City Unified School District.

1991

William Adams, B.A. music, completed his master’s degree in vocal performance at CSU, Northridge, and is now in Austin, TX, working on his doctoral degree in vocal performance. Adams has sung Cal State, San Bernardino’s alma mater at Commencement ceremonies for the past two years.

Anthony A. Preccie, B.A. political science, recently received the Navy Achievement Medal and was selected the Navy Reserve of the Year for Naval Reserve Readiness Region 19.

Matthew Webster, B.A. theatre arts, received his M.A. in Theatre for Youth with highest honors from the University of New Mexico in May ’93 and is now teaching at the University of Hawaii at Manoa as a lecturer; he also is pursuing his M.F.A. in Theatre for Youth.

1992

Michelle Edwards, B.A. liberal studies, is a teacher for San Bernardino city schools, while her husband, David Gee, B.A. chemistry, is an environmental analyst for Del Mar Analytical in Colton.

Tim Watkins, B.A. administration, is an information systems analyst for the State Water Resources Control Board in Sacramento.

1993

Robin Marie Diamond, B.A. communication, is now a full-time disc jockey and in charge of all promotional activity for QJ 92.7 FM, a hot country hits station in Colton. While at Cal State she spent four years on CSUSB’s “KSSB RADIO.”

Stacy Diane (Young) Kennedy, B.A. administration, is an accountant for KPMG Peat Marwick in Orange County.

Sheri Major, B.S. administration, the 1992-93 Associated Students president, is a staff accountant for Ernst & Young in Riverside.

Brian R. Murphy, TKE, B.A. communication, is the first CSUSB graduate to work for the Glen Helen Blockbuster Pavilion; Murphy is a marketing assistant. He also finds time to be the alumni association president for Tau Kappa Epsilon and do a radio show on KSSB, the campus station, each week.

Marriages


Jenna Lynne Haugh, B.A. administration ’93, and William Carl Turner, current student, were married June 26, 1993, in San Bernardino.

Janet Carol Kaenel, B.A. liberal studies ’90, and Michael Joseph Matthews were married Sept. 10, 1993, in San Francisco.

Jeffrey Scott Kennedy, B.A. administration ’91, married Stacy Diane Young, B.A. administration ’93, in San Bernardino on June 18, 1993.

Robert Kistner, B.S. physical education ’90, married Kathryn Iddings on June 26, in Colton, CA.

Terri Jill Nelson, B.A. liberal studies ’90, married David Stein on July 10, 1993, in Lake Arrowhead.

Sonia Reagins, M.A. education ’91, and Leslie Kyle Lilly were married on Aug. 7, 1993, at Lake Arrowhead Community Presbyterian Church.


Gifts "In Memory of" deceased alumni, faculty, or friends, or "In Honor of" the same, may be made to the CSUSB Foundation, 5500 University Pkwy, San Bernardino, CA 92407-2397.
LOOKING THROUGH GLASS BRIGHTLY

BY ANTHONY BRUCE GILPIN
STUDENT INTERN

In the hot, noisy glass studio of CSUSB's Art Department, Michael Aschenbrenner is showing off a student's objet d'art, explaining that the drizzled, dried glue would be sandblasted from the glass, leaving it with a veined look.

Michael Aschenbrenner is back. After 15 years of working and teaching in Minneapolis and New York City, he has returned to Cal State since graduating from here in 1974 to work alongside those who were once his teachers. He credits his enthusiasm for his own teaching with the fact that it's a temporary job.

"This is a one-year sabbatical replacement for Bill Warehall," Aschenbrenner explains, "so I can come in with a lot of energy and not be burned out."

Putting his own traditional glass-blowing on the backburner, Aschenbrenner is focusing instead on teaching the kind of solid-glass sculpture techniques that have put his own works on display in many of America's top galleries. He bristles at the thought of some art schools producing "laborers, not artists."

"I really have a repulsion to the idea of 'product' in art," says Aschenbrenner, who has transformed his painful experiences in Vietnam into a body of artwork called the "Damaged Bone Series: Chronicles 1968." At the same time, he knows "you have to go out and take a job, make some money doing something."

The broken-limb works of 10 years ago have evolved into linear, solid-glass pieces inspired by primitive tools still used by Polynesian islanders. "I work in parts. I'll spend two weeks in the studio making parts. Then I'll spend four, five months putting them together."

His works, he says, have grown more colorful since leaving the perpetually shadowed, concrete canyons of Manhattan.

"In New York, the color sensibilities are so different."

Aschenbrenner is philosophical about returning to San Bernardino. "I've kept in contact with these guys for years," he says. "When I came to my first faculty meeting here, it was like coming home, but on a different level." Now he is taking full advantage of the chance to influence future artists and the way glass art is taught at Cal State.
From art to lectures to outdoor fun, Cal State, San Bernardino offers a variety of activities for the entire family. Keep this quarterly calendar handy. Share and enjoy. You are encouraged to call ahead and confirm an event using the phone number listed after each description. All numbers are in the 909 area code.

**JANUARY 11**
Colloquium
"Conversing and Teaching." Featuring Claude Goldenberg, director of Urban Education Studies Center, UCLA. 7:30 p.m., Upper Commons. Free. 880-5658.

**FEBRUARY 12**
Homecoming Chili Dinner.
The feast begins with the Alumni Association's Annual Chili Dinner and closes with the basketball game between the Cal State Coyote women and Cal Poly Pomona. Dinner is at 5:30 p.m., Student Union Event Center. Children $5; adults $10. All prices include cost of admission to 7:30 p.m. Homecoming game. 880-5008.

**FEBRUARY 25**
Music.
CSUSB Wind Ensemble, Luis S. Gonzalez, director, performs with the Barstow High School Concert Band, Tim Garvin, director. 8:15 p.m., Creative Arts Building Recital Hall. General admission $5; students and senior citizens $3. 880-5859.

**MARCH 3-APRIL 8**
Art Show.

**FEBRUARY 17**
Talk.
"The Role of Women in the Nineteenth Century Spanish Novel." Professor Hazel Gold, Emory University. 7:30 p.m., Sycamore Room, Lower Commons. Free. 880-5855.

**FEBRUARY 23**
Talk.
"Critical Theory and Jazz as a Cultural Archive," by Dr. Jim Merod, dean of arts and sciences, National University. 2 p.m., Sycamore Room, Lower Commons. Free. 880-5492.

**MARCH 8**
Talk.
Poet and fiction writer Robert McDowell, who also is editor and publisher of Story Line Press, will speak about his literary works. 7 p.m., Eucalyptus Room, Lower Commons. Free. 880-5894.

**MARCH 16**
Music.
CSUSB Symphonic Band with Luis S. Gonzalez, director. 8:15 p.m., Creative Arts Building Recital Hall. General admission $5; students and senior citizens $3. 880-5859.

**MARCH 20**
Music.
CSUSB Concert Choir with Loren Filbeck, director. 8:15 p.m., Creative Arts Building Recital Hall. General admission $5; students and senior citizens $3. 880-5859.
MASCOTS—A familiar sight at the Bookstore, Chewy the cat brings a dash of cheer to the campus. The Coyote basketball teams will need similar cheer Homecoming weekend Feb. 12.

You save the university 35 cents every time you tell us of your new address. Thank you!

California State University,
San Bernardino
5500 University Parkway
San Bernardino, CA 92407-2397

Address correction requested